
Letter No. : IIT/PresSG/OAT/SplitAC/22.03.2013

To,

M/S ------------------ -------

____ m m m Date 22.03.2013

Sealed Quotation is invited for the following item (with installation)

Item Name QtyRoom Specifications

Wall mount

4Music Wall mount split air conditioner of 2.0 Ton capacity with a BEEstar rating of five (5), and cooling of

split Air

Room,6600 with rotary compressor, having R-22 as refrigerant gas. The system should have a minimum

Conditioner

Studio,Energy Efficient Ratio of 3.31 and minimum air circulation of 1080 M3/Hr and a noise level of 50

- 2.0 T

etc.db, running on 230 V single phase 50 Hz, having anti-fungus and bacteria filter, with remote

control, air swing, active carbon filter, silver ion filter, self diagnosis, and warranty of one year
. Make: Voltas Delux 2.0T (245 DX)

Installation

4Specified1. All cabling and ducting necessary for AC installations

rooms

2. Include the outdoor unit stands

Notes:

1. All quotation must reach by 05.04.2013, addressed to: The Dean of Student Affairs, liT Kanpur,

Kanpur 208016, UP

2. Quotation must be valid till 40 days. Delivery period will be 5 weeks. Extension of delivery

period is not allowed.

3. All items should have a minimum warranty of one year. Warranty should be properly mentioned

in your quotation.

4. Participating firms should be authorized vendor for the product and eligible to provide the

warranty. We may require you to provide those documents.

5. Any firms with poor track record of installation services and lapses on warranty claims within liT

Kanpur will be rejected out rightly.

6. The entire order should be quoted as one order. The quote should also involve the installation

of the items in New SACSenate Room to the satisfaction of the user committee.

7. Payment term

a) For foreign currency through LC.

b) For Rupees payment 90%on delivery & 10% after satisfactory using /working
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